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FALKE Running
Exercise in the fresh air while enjoying nature: Outdoor running is very
popular and oﬀers beginners and competitive athletes the best training
opportunities. Optimal clothing that supports the athlete should not be
missing.

For the ﬁrst time, the FALKE running collection is divided into a
Performance Core Collection and a seasonal, fashionable capsule. Both
collections feature high breathability and perfect heat regulation. Thanks
to stretch and a perfect fit, the garments sit comfortably on the body and
do not restrict the wearer during sports.

Performance Collection - Characteristic of the Performance Collection is
its high functionality combined with a simple design. The individual
pieces are available in black and grey, with highlights in FALKE red.
Shirts, running trousers, shorts, as well as a jacket and waistcoat are all
part of the functional range that is part of every runner's basic
equipment.

Running Capsule - red tones, pink and orange set the tone for the
ladies. A fresh mint is also available. For men, blue tones are in the
foreground, primarily in combination with a sporty yellow green. Clean
white and black are the combination partners. Running trousers in
various lengths and ﬁts, from tight-ﬁtting to loose ﬁt, meet all
requirements. Shirts with striped details and logo placement on the back
are new in the collection. Zip shirts and jackets are the perfect
companions for colder temperatures. The windproof and water-repellent
materials ensure that sports in the fresh air are fun even in
uncomfortable weather.

Running socks
The FALKE RU4 and RU4 Short socks will be available in new two-colour
combinations in autumn/winter, matching the seasonal colours of the
rest of the collection. A new addition is the FALKE RU4 Short with striped
details, which are also found on the outerwear. In keeping with FALKE's
history, there will once again be a FALKE RU4 with the historic FALKE
logo, which adorns a combination of the company name and a falcon.
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